Skip a Few Solution

We start by interpreting the colors as 8-bit hex triplets in the usual RGB fashion, thus extracting a sensible character string.
What to choose? Why not the most obvious standard, ASCII? But hold on, that seems to produce garbage at first...
As it turns out, if you keep translating for long enough, as given as a clue by the title (Skip a Few!) you get the following:

1 Christmas trees’ forbidden fruit tropical. (9)
2 Flushed fish a clever ruse. (3, 7)
3 Hide claret, find, tell. (7)
4 Friend of miss, sighted close by. (4)
5 Initially, they really intended a lawful court case. (5)
6 Sexy number is found in a perfect spot. (3)
You probably forgot to skip a few.

Which, of course, solves in usual cryptic crossword clue form, to:
PINEAPPLE
RED HERRING
DECLARE
NEAR
TRIAL
SIX

What to do? Skip a few! We skip the first two (garbage) clues to get:
Declare near trial. (6)

This resolves pretty easily to ATTEST, and, again, SKIPPING A FEW as suggested by the final clue, we get the final answer:

TEST